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Genocide, mass murder, massacres. The words themselves are chilling, evoking
images of the slaughter of countless innocents. What dark impulses lurk in our
minds that even today can justify the eradication of thousands and even millions
of unarmed human beings caught in the crossfire of political, cultural, or ethnic
hostilities? This question lies at the heart of Why Not Kill Them All? Cowritten
by historical sociologist Daniel Chirot and psychologist Clark McCauley, the
book goes beyond exploring the motives that have provided the psychological
underpinnings for genocidal killings. It offers a historical and comparative
context that adds up to a causal taxonomy of genocidal events.

Rather than suggesting that such horrors are the product of abnormal or criminal
minds, the authors emphasize the normality of these horrors: killing by category
has occurred on every continent and in every century. But genocide is much less
common than the imbalance of power that makes it possible. Throughout history
human societies have developed techniques aimed at limiting intergroup
violence. Incorporating ethnographic, historical, and current political evidence,
this book examines the mechanisms of constraint that human societies have
employed to temper partisan passions and reduce carnage.

Might an understanding of these mechanisms lead the world of the twenty-first
century away from mass murder? Why Not Kill Them All? makes clear that there
are no simple solutions, but that progress is most likely to be made through a
combination of international pressures, new institutions and laws, and education.
If genocide is to become a grisly relic of the past, we must fully comprehend the
complex history of violent conflict and the struggle between hatred and tolerance
that is waged in the human heart.

In a new preface, the authors discuss recent mass violence and reaffirm the
importance of education and understanding in the prevention of future genocides.
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Genocide, mass murder, massacres. The words themselves are chilling, evoking images of the slaughter of
countless innocents. What dark impulses lurk in our minds that even today can justify the eradication of
thousands and even millions of unarmed human beings caught in the crossfire of political, cultural, or ethnic
hostilities? This question lies at the heart of Why Not Kill Them All? Cowritten by historical sociologist
Daniel Chirot and psychologist Clark McCauley, the book goes beyond exploring the motives that have
provided the psychological underpinnings for genocidal killings. It offers a historical and comparative
context that adds up to a causal taxonomy of genocidal events.

Rather than suggesting that such horrors are the product of abnormal or criminal minds, the authors
emphasize the normality of these horrors: killing by category has occurred on every continent and in every
century. But genocide is much less common than the imbalance of power that makes it possible. Throughout
history human societies have developed techniques aimed at limiting intergroup violence. Incorporating
ethnographic, historical, and current political evidence, this book examines the mechanisms of constraint that
human societies have employed to temper partisan passions and reduce carnage.

Might an understanding of these mechanisms lead the world of the twenty-first century away from mass
murder? Why Not Kill Them All? makes clear that there are no simple solutions, but that progress is most
likely to be made through a combination of international pressures, new institutions and laws, and education.
If genocide is to become a grisly relic of the past, we must fully comprehend the complex history of violent
conflict and the struggle between hatred and tolerance that is waged in the human heart.

In a new preface, the authors discuss recent mass violence and reaffirm the importance of education and
understanding in the prevention of future genocides.
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Editorial Review

Review
One of Choice's Outstanding Academic Titles for 2006

"What to do [about genocide]? Can we eliminate love, laughter, or any other human impulse as enduring as
the hunger to kill all one's enemies? . . . Few university-press books organize a topic so persuasively that, in
a just world, they should contribute to the founding of a discipline, or at least a staple course. Why Not Kill
Them All? does just that. As the children of foreign elites attend our universities, the thought that they might
read this book, or take such a course, comforts. It does not completely reassure. Chirot and McCauley offer
important wisdom--that is, when you think about mass murder rationally."--Carlin Romano, Chronicle of
Higher Education

"Daniel Chirot and Clark McCauley, in their superbly written book, rhetorically ask why a dominant group
with overwhelming power would engage in genocide of its weaker rivals, and having established reasons for
fratridcidal frenzies, they proceed to lay out measures that could prevent such human rights catastrophes."--
Dipak Gupta, Political Science Quarterly

"Why Not Kill Them All? is an erudite intellectual achievement that synthesizes extant knowledge and adds
to the surprisingly scarce literature on this topic. . . . [Chirot and McCauley] provide a breathtaking historical
overview."--Juan Díez Medrano, American Journal of Sociology

"The greatest strength of Why Not Kill Them All? is its broad historical literacy, drawing examples from the
Bible, eleventh-century England, czarist Russia, nineteenth-century United States, and well-known cases
from the last century. Chirot also displays deep personal knowledge of the violent, interethnic dynamics in
the less bloody but more recent civil war in Ivory Coast."--Alan J. Kuperman, Perspectives on Politics

"Daniel Chirot's professional role as a professor of sociology and international studies places him in an
excellent position to examine the patterns of mass violence. Similarly, Clark McCauley's study of ethnic
conflict and work as a psychology professor provide a necessary lens through which to view and analyze the
prevention of mass murder. The perspectives of this book add pertinent insight to the existing literature on
genocide."--Rachel Ray Steele, International Journal on World Peace

"Well written, interesting, informative, and balanced. Students in an introductory course in ethnic conflict in
sociology, political science, or social psychology will find it helpful."--Djordje Stefanovic, Canadian
Journal of Sociology

"Why Not Kill Them All? provides a valuable analysis of causes, conditions and strategies for the prevention
of genocide and opens up an intriguing area for further work."--Benjamin Lieberman, Patterns of
Prejudice

From the Inside Flap

"Why Not Kill Them All? is an excellent book that adopts a fresh and complex approach to the problem of
mass killings. In a study that ranges widely around the globe and through history, Chirot and McCauley
demonstrate that genocides and other large-scale atrocities are relatively rare events. The human capacity for



evil is deep-seated, the authors argue, but so is our inclination to settle conflicts amicably. The ties that bind
us together are at least as strong as the forces that always threaten to rupture human connections. The
challenge is to foster the social, cultural, and political tendencies that lead to cohesion rather than conflict. In
their conclusion, the authors develop a set of powerful recommendations that students, policymakers, and
concerned citizens will all want to consider."--Eric D. Weitz, Professor of History, University of Minnesota,
author of A Century of Genocide

"In recent years a parade of social commentators has grappled with the question of the causes of mass killing
and genocide. But none of these researchers have brought the breadth of historical and sociological
comparison to the issue that Chirot and McCauley do. None has delved as deeply into the social psychology
that rationalizes violence. A brilliant synthesis of psychology and historical sociology, this book breaks new
ground in the study of mass violence. Troubling and yet hopeful, the book will appeal to specialists as well
as the general reader trying to make sense of one of the most morally perplexing issues of our age."--Robert
Hefner, Professor of Anthropology, Boston University

"In this wide-ranging book, Daniel Chirot and Clark McCauley make an important contribution to our
understanding of genocide and other atrocities by seeking to explain why these tragic events are not more
common. By posing this counterintuitive question the authors remind us that although genocide remains far
more frequent than we might hope, it is in fact remarkably rare compared to the innumerable motives and
opportunities that exist for violence between human social groups. In uncovering the mechanisms already in
place in most societies that act to mitigate such violence, they help point the way to making genocide even
less common in the future."--Ben Valentino, Dartmouth College, author of Final Solutions: Mass Killing and
Genocide in the Twentieth Century

"A magisterial achievement. This book shows in detail how institutions and policies explain the miraculous
postwar recovery and the subsequent economic growth of Western Europe, how they flavored the economic
experience of different countries, and how they determined and shaped the nature of coordination and
cooperation among the European economies. It is deeply learned, using a huge variety of sources and data,
always informed about the facts and at the same time based on sound economic analysis."--Joel Mokyr,
Robert H. Strotz Professor of Arts and Sciences and Professor of Economics and History, Northwestern
University, author of The Gifts of Athena

"In their new book, Chirot and McCauley bring to bear on the issue of mass murder a rich ethnographic
literature dealing with the ubiquitous subject of violence in society. In particular, they draw the attention of
readers to various institutions and practices that emerged in collective life to control violence. Why Not Kill
Them All? is bound to become a standard text in university classes addressing the subject of genocide and
mass political murder."--Jan T. Gross, author of Neighbors: The Destruction of the Jewish Community in
Jedwabne, Poland

From the Back Cover

"Why Not Kill Them All? is an excellent book that adopts a fresh and complex approach to the problem of
mass killings. In a study that ranges widely around the globe and through history, Chirot and McCauley
demonstrate that genocides and other large-scale atrocities are relatively rare events. The human capacity for
evil is deep-seated, the authors argue, but so is our inclination to settle conflicts amicably. The ties that bind
us together are at least as strong as the forces that always threaten to rupture human connections. The
challenge is to foster the social, cultural, and political tendencies that lead to cohesion rather than conflict. In
their conclusion, the authors develop a set of powerful recommendations that students, policymakers, and
concerned citizens will all want to consider."--Eric D. Weitz, Professor of History, University of



Minnesota, author of A Century of Genocide

"In recent years a parade of social commentators has grappled with the question of the causes of mass killing
and genocide. But none of these researchers have brought the breadth of historical and sociological
comparison to the issue that Chirot and McCauley do. None has delved as deeply into the social psychology
that rationalizes violence. A brilliant synthesis of psychology and historical sociology, this book breaks new
ground in the study of mass violence. Troubling and yet hopeful, the book will appeal to specialists as well
as the general reader trying to make sense of one of the most morally perplexing issues of our age."--Robert
Hefner, Professor of Anthropology, Boston University

"In this wide-ranging book, Daniel Chirot and Clark McCauley make an important contribution to our
understanding of genocide and other atrocities by seeking to explain why these tragic events are not more
common. By posing this counterintuitive question the authors remind us that although genocide remains far
more frequent than we might hope, it is in fact remarkably rare compared to the innumerable motives and
opportunities that exist for violence between human social groups. In uncovering the mechanisms already in
place in most societies that act to mitigate such violence, they help point the way to making genocide even
less common in the future."--Ben Valentino, Dartmouth College, author of Final Solutions: Mass Killing
and Genocide in the Twentieth Century

"In their new book, Chirot and McCauley bring to bear on the issue of mass murder a rich ethnographic
literature dealing with the ubiquitous subject of violence in society. In particular, they draw the attention of
readers to various institutions and practices that emerged in collective life to control violence. Why Not Kill
Them All? is bound to become a standard text in university classes addressing the subject of genocide and
mass political murder."--Jan T. Gross, author of Neighbors: The Destruction of the Jewish Community in
Jedwabne, Poland

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Adam Jones:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they're still students or it for all people in
the world, the actual best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has several personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that
they don't want do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Why Not Kill Them All?:
The Logic and Prevention of Mass Political Murder. All type of book are you able to see on many solutions.
You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Audrey Mack:

The event that you get from Why Not Kill Them All?: The Logic and Prevention of Mass Political Murder is
a more deep you searching the information that hide within the words the more you get considering reading
it. It does not mean that this book is hard to understand but Why Not Kill Them All?: The Logic and
Prevention of Mass Political Murder giving you joy feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in
particular way that can be understood simply by anyone who read it because the author of this reserve is
well-known enough. This specific book also makes your vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand
then can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for having this



specific Why Not Kill Them All?: The Logic and Prevention of Mass Political Murder instantly.

Steven Jones:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With reading through you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can share their idea.
Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire all their reader with their story or perhaps
their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the knowledge
about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children,
there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their ability in
writing, they also doing some research before they write to their book. One of them is this Why Not Kill
Them All?: The Logic and Prevention of Mass Political Murder.

David Thompson:

The book untitled Why Not Kill Them All?: The Logic and Prevention of Mass Political Murder contain a
lot of information on the item. The writer explains her idea with easy approach. The language is very easy to
understand all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to read this. The book was compiled by
famous author. The author brings you in the new period of literary works. You can easily read this book
because you can read more your smart phone, or program, so you can read the book throughout anywhere
and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site and also order it. Have a
nice study.
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